The
Resiliency
Initiative
Annual Report for January through December 2015
Executive Summary
The program is designed to foster success in class, on campus, and in life.
The Resiliency Initiative engages students in a mentored journey. Students will
have an opportunity to enroll in for-credit and non-credit courses designed to build
resilience. The cumulative effect of the courses will have an additive effect for
students who choose to complete the entire sequence, but students who choose
only to take the one course will still be able to see improvement in their resilience
skills. This improvement will better enable them to choose healthy and productive
lifestyle options that will work to ameliorate poor thought choices, poor association
choices, and poor work habits. This skill-set is designed to empower students to
plan for success, to identify and overcome obstacles to goals, and to connect with
and serve their communities.
In general, resiliency is the capacity to successfully adapt to crisis, stressors,
and adversarial conditions. Adversity is ever present, and it is necessary for
individuals to choose to build protective attitudes and behaviors for risk to be
reduced. The goal is to increase prosocial, constructive behaviors and ideation.
Rather than focusing program efforts on negative pathologies, which often show
little success, this program design focuses on building 31 developmental strengths.
Both external and internal factors are encouraged and supported. Students learn
that choices matter.
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Resiliency Initiative Structure
The Resiliency Initiative Committee at The University of Alabama (UA) was
formed in July 2014. The committee met ten (10) times in 2015 at roughly
monthly intervals. Members represent twelve (12) colleges and sixteen (16)
academic departments. There are thirteen (13) faculty members, twenty-five (25)
staff members, five (5) students, and one community member. A copy of the
committee roster is attached in Appendix A.
Committee members serve in a voluntary capacity and provide guidance on
program development and program scope. Committee members also serve in
specialized roles on subcommittees. These subcommittees generally meet within
one week prior to the full committee meeting. Subcommittee membership for
each member is indicated on the full committee roster. The executive director of
the Resiliency Initiative is a member of all of the subcommittees. The
subcommittees are: curriculum development, student affairs, and planning.
Dr. Margaret A. Purcell was hired as the executive director of the Resiliency
Initiative (RI) in January 2015, and Ms. Janet Marshall was hired as the
administrative assistant in November 2015. Two part-time student assistants
worked during the summer of 2015. A part-time student assistant and a graduate
assistant were hired in August 2015. The current staff listing for the Resiliency
Initiative is shown in Appendix B. The placement of these employees in the
University of Alabama System is in the Office of the Secretary of the Board of
Trustees.
Curriculum Development
In the summer on 2015, the RI undertook a comprehensive review of
literature in the field of resiliency under the leadership of Dr. Darrin J. Griffin, UA
College of Communication and Information Sciences (CIS), with the assistance of
RI executive director Margaret Purcell. Upon completion of the review of the field,
the team developed four Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
appropriate courses for CIS with particular emphasis on the field of communication
studies. The four courses developed are: Interpersonal Resiliency,
Transformational Mentoring, Youth Empowerment: High School Partnership, and
Peer Leadership: College Influences. A pictorial depiction of the course sequence
is shown in Appendix C.
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In the fall of 2015, the first course was offered on the UA campus in two UH
120 sections titled Interpersonal Resiliency and two COM 195 sections titled
Interpersonal Resilience. In order to progress through the four course series,
students must complete the courses in sequential order, and the courses in the
series cannot be taken simultaneously. The first course is open to students with
freshman or sophomore standing.
Fall 2015 Pilot Programs for RISE and LIFE at UA
The UA LIFE, for-credit courses enrolled an average of fifteen students per
section, and the total number of students enrolled was sixty-two (62). Ninety-six
percent (96%) of those enrolled completed the first course. Three (3) student/s
dropped the course, and one student who completed the course failed. The
highest grade earned in the course was an A+, and the lowest grade earned was a
F. Students who completed the course earned two hours of academic credit and
received a certificate of completion.
Interest in the program was high in fall the 2015 semester, but the limited
number of course seats available prohibited increased enrollment. In an effort to
allow more students to participate in the RI program, Dr. Purcell and Secretary of
the Board of Trustees, Michal Bownes, developed a pilot noncredit program staffed
with unpaid volunteers who served as mentors.
The RISE pilot program was offered to the new member class of Sigma Nu
Fraternity and 45 new members from the 161 new member class of Delta Zeta
Sorority. Students met for one hour each week for thirteen weeks with an alumna
/ alumnus mentor of the Greek letter organization. The groups of students were
divided into groups of 22 or 23 students; thus, there were two male groups and
two female groups.
The total number of students enrolled in the noncredit course was eightytwo (82). Eighty percent (80%) of those enrolled completed the non-credit course.
Seventeen (17) students dropped out the course. Students did not earn academic
credit, but students who completed the program did receive a certificate of
completion. Program completion required students to have attended or made-up
all RISE sessions except for one and to have participated in the planning and
implementation of the service project.
All of the Sigma Nu members were offered the opportunity to enroll in the
course, but only 28% of the Delta Zeta new members were offered the
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opportunity. As a result, there seemed to be more peer pressure to participate
and the organization was more accommodating of the program activities in the
male cohort. For the female cohort, there were times when cohort members were
scheduled for other activities during the scheduled RISE periods, and the
participating women expressed that they felt confused and conflicted about their
obligations. To ensure greater compliance and higher completion rates, it would be
better if all cohort members were required to participate and if the larger
organization committed to accommodating the students who participate.
Cohort GPA Outcomes for fall 2015 at UA
Academic outcomes for pilot participants showed that the RISE and LIFE
programs had a positive impact on the cohorts. Data was retrieved and analyzed
by The University of Alabama Office of Institutional Research and Assessment.

Table 1 shows the GPA comparisons for students in the for-credit courses and the
general population of freshman and sophomore students for fall 2015 and for prior
cumulative GPAs if present. The cohort average for participating students was
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higher both before and after the intervention, but it is worth noting that cohort
member GPA increased by 9.24% for the fall 2015 semester; whereas, the GPA
average for the general UA population in fall 2015 decreased by 0.0102.
Breakdown by race showed that the GPA for cohort members was greater
than the general UA freshman and sophomore population in every race / ethnicity
category except for the black / African American category. The breakdown by race
/ ethnicity is shown in Table 2.
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It should be noted that the GPA for black / African American students in the cohort
did show marked improvement. There were 7 students in this subcategory, and
their previous combined GPA was 1.3. For the intervention semester, their cohort
average rose by 43% to a GPA of 2.3. See Table 3. While this may not seem to
some to be a laudable GPA, the degree of positive change is noteworthy.
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Data was analyzed by residency and gender as well. In every category considered,
our for-credit students had a higher GPA than freshman and sophomore students
in the general student population. See Table 4.

Data for students in the intervention cohorts was also analyzed by course;
thus, we were able to determine that students in the COM 195 course that was
open to the general student population exhibited a greater improvement in GPA
than did students in the honors course. Students in COM 195 had a prior
cumulative GPA of 2.25, and after the intervention their cumulative GPA was 2.97.
This is a GPA increase of 32%. Students in UH 120 had a prior cumulative GPA of
3.67, and had a post intervention GPA of 3.64. This is a nominal decrease in
GPA. Assumptions about this decrease for honors students are purely speculative;
however, it may be due to the presence of students in more high-level,
challenging courses in the STEM fields. It must also be noted that the small
number of students in the pilot make small GPA changes significant to the total
averages. See Table 5.
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Data analysis was also conducted on the RISE non-credit cohort. Students
who completed the program had a higher fall semester GPA than the freshman
and sophomore general population in all categories studied. The students who
received the intervention had an average GPA of 3.335 for the semester, and the
comparison population of the general student population was 2.95. The category
breakdowns are shown in Table 6. It is worth noting that students who
completed the RISE noncredit program had no alcohol or judicial infractions.
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It is important to emphasize that the pilot cohort for the for-credit students and
the non-credit students was very small. Thus, it is important to continue to
increase our intervention pool and engage in further analysis.
LIFE Cohort Retention Outcomes
As a whole, students in the LIFE cohort returned at a higher rate than the
general UA freshman and sophomore population. The LIFE students had a 96.6%
return rate; whereas, the total freshman and sophomore class had a 93.8% return
rate. Two students in the LIFE cohort did not return in the spring 2016 semester;
whereas, 984 students in the general freshman and sophomore population did not
return in the spring 2016 semester. See Table 7 and Table 8.
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A breakdown of the data by demographic characteristics shows some
variation in retention by groupings. For the black or African American student
cohort, one (1) student out of seven (7) did not return, and the return rate was
85.7%. Because of the small number of students in the cohort, the loss of one
student had a large numeric effect. In the general black or African American
freshman and sophomore student population, which did not receive the
intervention, 139 of the 1,766 black or African American students who attended in
the fall did not return after the fall semester; thus, the retention rate was 92.1%.
Two (2) of the thirty-seven (37) female participants in the fall LIFE program
did not return in the spring 2016 semester. This resulted in a female cohort
return rate of 94.6%. The return rate for the females in the entire freshman and
sophomore class was 94.3%. All (100%) of the males in the LIFE cohort returned
for the spring semester; whereas, 93.2% of the males in the general freshman
and sophomore population returned for the spring 2016 semester.
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All but one of the white students in the fall LIFE cohort returned. This
resulted in a return rate of 97.7%. The return rate for the general freshman and
sophomore white population was 94.2% because 717 white students did not
return for the spring 2016 semester.
Both out-of-state and in-state resident students who participated in the fall
2015 LIFE course returned at a higher rate than the general student population of
freshman and sophomore students. The LIFE cohort return rate for in-state
students was 94.7%; however, the general in-state population of freshman and
sophomore level students had a return rate of 93.9%. The out-of-state return
rate for the LIFE cohort was 97.5%, but the out-of-state return rate for students
who were not part of the LIFE cohort was 93.7%.
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As we have consistently stated, the intervention group is small at this point;
thus, we need to continue to enroll students in the LIFE course and increase the
number of students taking the course so that we can increase the validity of the
outcome data.
Potential Economic Impact
It is noteworthy that even the 2.8% difference in retention could have
significant economic impact to university revenues. If we could retain 2% more
of the general population of students, we would increase our student revenue. We
had 984 freshman and sophomore level students who did not return in the spring
semester. If we increased our fall retention by 2%, (15,896 X 2%), then an
additional 318 students would return. We would generate additional revenue that
is currently lost. If half (159) are out-of-state and half (159) are in-state, then we
would add significant revenue. In-state revenue (159 X $5,085.00) would
increase by about $808,515.00 for the semester, and out-of-state revenue (159 X
$12,975.00) would increase by about $2,063,025.00. The increase in revenue for
just one semester would total $2,871,540.00. If this income value was sustained
for four more semesters, $11,486,160.00 in additional revenue would be collected
over two years. This would provide enough income to support a comprehensive
resiliency program of non-credit and for credit programming.
Master Mentoring Professional Development Course
In June 2015, Master Mentoring, a professional development course, was
made available through the College of Continuing Studies. The course is approved
for CEU credit and allows professionals who work with adolescents and young
adults to learn how to use transformational mentoring techniques to empower
youth to face challenges directly and engage in future-focused problem solving.
The course is completed online in a self-paced format.

Photo of Students Engaged in Service
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LIFE Cohort Resiliency Outcomes
Students in the fall 2015 semester COM 195 and UH 120 interpersonal
resiliency courses took a pre-test and a post-test of resiliency as a requirement of
the course. The research tool was used to assess the 10 resiliency factors and
related 31 developmental strengths of the student participants. The resiliency
questionnaire was administered to student participants at beginning and the
conclusion of the fall seminar. We contract with Dr. Wayne Hammond with
Resiliency Initiatives to provide an unbiased, independent report of our courses.
Data from the questionnaire was inputted into a web-based data site and analyzed
as outlined in this report.
A total of 59 student participants completed both the pretest and posttest;
thus our N = 59. All (100%) reported some improvement in their overall
resilience. Fifty-four (54) participants (92%) reported a strong resiliency capacity
and were able to maintain and stretch their resilience capacity.
The pre-post comparison clearly indicates that there was a significant shift
for a certain group of student participants (i.e., those who fell into the vulnerable
resiliency category on the pre- assessment) in demonstrating an improved degree
of resilience; an increase in the number of reported developmental strengths from
pre- to post- time periods that resulted in them being classified in a stronger
resiliency category. No student participant demonstrated a decrease in his/her
resiliency status as a result of participating in the program. Rather, the student
participants that reported an average resiliency or optimal resiliency profile
maintained or improved their degree of resilience.
Four categories are used to categorize the degree of resilience based upon
the responses to the 31 developmental strengths: impoverished resiliency,
vulnerable resiliency, average resiliency, and optimal resiliency. We note a
significant trend towards enhanced resiliency in the following factors: school
culture, peer relationships, commitment to learning, community cohesiveness,
cultural sensitivity, self-control, self-concept, and social sensitivity.
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Please see Table 9. It shows the LIFE cohort pretest resilience.

Table 10 shows the LIFE cohort posttest resilience.
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Table 11 shows the cohort pretest summary.

Table 12 shows the cohort posttest summary.
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The survey results were used to determine student participants’ percentage
change (+ or -) in their resiliency indicators.

Table 13 – Change in Student Self-perception after Completing Course
Questions

R:ADS

Responses
Very Sort Not Like
Much Of
Me

Pre
Post

61% 37% 2%
85% 15% 0%

Pre
Post

69% 31% 0%
83% 17% 0%

Pre
Post

81% 19% 0%
88% 12% 0%

Pre
Post

39% 51% 10%
63% 34% 3%

Pre
Post

61% 39% 0%
75% 25% 0%

When things go wrong or in unexpected ways, Pre
I do not make excuses or blame others. I take Post
responsibility.

64% 32% 3%
73% 25% 2%

1) Purposeful
I have a strong sense of purpose and clear
goals of what I want to accomplish in life.
2) Ambitious
I have a deep desire to accomplish
something great and will go the extra mile
to accomplish it.
3) Motivated
I take great satisfaction in accomplishing
a task successfully.
4) Focused
I can concentrate on the important goals
and required tasks and I’m not easily
distracted.
5) Productive
I purposefully draw upon my skills, talents,
energies, and knowledge to get things
done in timely and successful ways.
6) Responsible
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7) Solution Focused
I’m opened minded and take advantage of any Pre
opportunities that will lead to positive
Post
or getting things done.

72% 26% 2%
83% 15% 2%

8) Decision Oriented
I give careful consideration to issues and
relevant facts, but quickly make decisions
as to what I will do. I do not procrastinate.

Pre
Post

39% 47% 14%
56% 41% 3%

Pre
Post

59% 41% 0%
69% 31% 0%

Pre
Post

76% 22% 2%
78% 22% 0%

I know the things I need to know in order to be Pre
successful and I’m quick to ask for help or
Post
search out those I need support from.

73% 22% 5%
80% 20% 0%

9) Sense of Integrity
When I make a mistake, I admit it, fix it and
move on.

10) Self-Reliant
I’m very aware of my skills, talents and what
training I need in order to be successful.

11) Knowledgeable

12) Team Player
I value building strong relationships with others Pre
by listening, empathizing and connecting in
Post
opportunity for unique solutions.

86% 14% 0%
83% 17% 0%

13) Enthusiastic
I get excited about things that I consider
Pre
important and that excitement is contagious
Post
and draws others to be party of what I’m doing.

80% 20% 0%
85% 15% 0%
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An evaluation of the COM 195 / UH 120 – Interpersonal Resiliency course
participants during the fall semester revealed an effective and comprehensive
program that demonstrates a high degree of success in engaging and enhancing
the resiliency capacity of the participating students. It should be noted, however,
that the initial pilot project involved a limited number of student participants. The
promising results need to be explored further by using a larger number of student
participants, as well as involving a cross-sectional representation and comparison
of students from other university programs.
RISE Cohort Resiliency Outcomes
On Table 14, resiliency category indicators with positive change values are
highlighted in yellow:
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Student Perceptions of the RISE and LIFE Interventions
Students were given multiple opportunities to provide feedback on the
course content and structure. Formal surveys were offered at midterm and final
exam periods. Qualitative analyses of the responses show that three components
of the course were frequently mentioned as important by students: small class
size, in-class discussions, and the mentor. See Table 15 and Table 16 for
responses on mentors and small group discussions.
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Table 15 – Role of Mentor

Table 16 - Class Discussion
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Students also commented on the experience with the mentor. Here are a few
excerpts.
•

XXXX has truly established (herself /himself) as one of the very few adults I would
feel comfortable approaching with anything. (His / her) importance to me as an
individual, and as the instructor for our class, cannot be overstated.

•

Because I wouldn't listen to someone whom I didn't respect and who didn't respect
me or my emotions. Being a good mentor means that you are there for the person,
which is important in an emotion/discussion based class

•

They are important because they will help in my future endeavors later on in life.
They will teach me how to use resilience in real life situations.

•

Having a professor who cared about me and my life, and wanted to better it: that
was amazing.

•

S/he was able to explain when s/he was resilient in his/her life and gave us tips
about how to be resilient in ours.

•

It helped me feel more comfortable in class and I knew I could contact him/her
outside of class if I needed to

•

Able to show us how the journal and everything should be done. Help us be
introspective.

Students also responded to the OIRA in high numbers, and UA OIRA personnel
gleaned this from the end of the semester survey of instruction. See Table 17.

Table 17 – OIRA survey of Instruction – Fall 2015 LIFE Cohort

Course
COM 195-001
COM 195-002
UH 120-004
UH 120-324
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The University of Alabama
Office of Institutional Research and Assessment
SOI Summary Data
Interpersonal Resilience Course Sections, Fall 2015

5.00
5.00
4.50
4.36
4.56

5.00
5.00
4.57
4.79
4.75

5.00
4.80
4.36
4.79
4.64

Students
selected a rating
from 1 to 5. The
highest possible
rating is 5.

5.00
5.00
4.71
4.71
4.78

Output from N:\SAS\DEV\SOI\Requests\SOI_IntRes.sas produced by R. Zuercher on 05JAN2016
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Community Relations
In addition to the scheduled class times and group meetings, students were
required to complete a group service project. Six (6) service projects were
implemented in fall 2015. The service recipients were: the Phoenix House, the
West Alabama Food Bank, the Children’s Miracle Network, The University of
Alabama, Forest Manor Nursing Home, and the Community Soup Bowl. Students
completed 554.75 total hours of service, and the economic value of the service
provided is $11,560.99. A photo collage of some the service activities is provided
in Appendix D.

External Funding Requests
In the 2015, concerted efforts were made by UA faculty members to secure
funding from external sources. Six proposals were submitted for a total of
requested funds in the amount of $1,872,315.00. All proposals sought to secure
funding to hire personnel to teach the for-credit courses at The University of
Alabama. None of the proposals were funded. We were frequently asked by
reviewers why funds were needed to pay for instructors if students were paying
tuition. Though there was never a direct statement from reviewers that this is
why no funding was afforded, we believe that it is unlikely for us to receive
funding to pay for personnel lines for the for-credit courses. External funding
requests will now be focused on securing research and outreach funding.
Spring 2016 Offerings -- COM 195, UH 120, and RISE
In the spring 2016 semester at The University of Alabama, two sections of
Interpersonal Resiliency were offered in the Honors College, and one section was
offered in Communication Studies. The College of Nursing is piloting a RISE, noncredit program for 10 students. Omega Psi Phi Fraternity will be implementing the
Greek RISE program for their spring pledge line.
Fall 2016 Offerings – COM 195 and UH 120
In the fall of 2016, two (2) COM 195 Transformational Mentoring classes will
be taught; this is the second course in the four course series. Five (5) COM 195
Interpersonal Resiliency and two (2) UH 120 Interpersonal Resiliency classes will
be taught; these are the foundation courses in the four course series.
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Fall 2016 Greek RISE Roll Out
In partnership with the Office of Fraternity & Sorority Life at The University
of Alabama, the non-credit RISE program is being made available to sorority and
fraternity new members at The University of Alabama for fall 2016 semester.
Students will participate in mentor led small groups of between 15 and 20. A
total of 13 hours of group work and the time needed to plan and implement a
group selected and designed community project are required. All work can be
completed in as little as 8 weeks or as long as 13 weeks. Students will complete
testing of resilience factors prior to and following exposure to course material. All
participants will take a pre-test and a post-test to gauge resiliency levels before
and after the intervention. Students will self-report via standardized survey.
Ideally mentors will be alumnae / alumni members of the Greek letter
organization to which the students belong. The alumna / alumnus does not have
to have attended UA. One mentor is required for each RISE group. A mentor
could lead up to two groups, but it is not recommended that s/he leads more than
two groups for each semester. If such an alumna / alumnus is not available, an
alumna / alumnus of another group or an adult who is not affiliated with a Greek
organization can successfully lead a RISE group. Mentors must commit to
attending a one-day training session.
Participating groups must provide one (1) mentor for every 15 to 20
participating new members and schedule chapter and new member events to
accommodate the successful completion of the RISE program. Participating
organizations must have an adult mentor at every group session and every service
event. The sorority or fraternity must cover the testing and curriculum cost of
$50.00 for each participating new member. This may be applied to the student’s
sorority or fraternity bill.

Program Expansion
Discussions have occurred with senior administrators at The University of
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH).
Each school is considering implementation options and is reviewing the outcome of
the pilot implemented at The University of Alabama in the fall 2015 semester.
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Respectfully submitted to Michael Bownes, Secretary of the Board of
Trustees of The University of Alabama System on February 5, 2016, by

_______________________________________
Margret A. Purcell, Ph.D., Executive Director
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Resiliency Initiative Committee Members
Tuscaloosa Campus

Sub - Committee
(s)
Course Content
Student Life
Student Life

First Name
Amanda
Amelia
Milla

Last Name
Bergeron
Bomar
Boschung

AFFILIATION
College of Continuing Studies
Office of The Dean of Students
College of Human Env. Sciences

Karen
Michael
Susan
Matt
Rebecca
Michelle
Chris
Jon
Luke
Adam
Billy
Margaret

Bownes
Bownes
Bruchis
Calderone
Campbell
Cheshire
Chirino
Dever
Dolan
Downs
Field
Garner

Community Liaison
The University of Alabama System
Collegiate Recovery Community
University of Alabama System
Army ROTC
Capstone College of Nursing
Career Center Advising
Intercollegiate Athletics
Student
Student Health Center
Honors College
Student Health Center

Darrin

Griffin

Communication Studies / CIS

Planning (Chair)
Planning
Student Life
Student Life
Student Life
Student Life
Student Life
Planning
Student Life
Student Life
Course Content
Planning
Course Content
(Chair)

Victoria
Tim
Dave
Jeremy
Laura

Hagedorn
Hebson
Heggem
Henderson
Hopson

Collegiate Recovery Community
Office of The Dean of Students
Commerce & Business Administration
University of Alabama Housing
School of Social Work

Planning
Student Life
Course Content
Student Life
Course Content

Gorman

Houston

Management and Marketing / C & BA

Student Life (Chair)

Jesse
Carlton

Johnson
McHargh

Student
College of Education

Course Content
Student Life

Jim

McLean

Center for Community Base Partnerships

Planning
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Resiliency Initiative Committee Members
Tuscaloosa Campus
Rosalind

Moore

Graduate Student Services

Student Life

Jacqueline
Charles
Van

Morgan
Nash
Newell

Honors College
The University of Alabama System
Department of English / A & S

Course Content
Course Content
Student Life

Jane
Katie
Jeffery
Crystal

Newman
Osburne
Parker
Parker

College of Education
University of Alabama System
Psychology / A & S
Engineering Student Services

Course Content
Student Life
Planning
Planning

Margaret
Kellee
Shane

Purcell
Reinhart
Sharpe

University of Alabama System
University of Alabama System
Honors College

Course Content,
Planning, Student
Life
Planning
Course Content

Molly

Shuster

Undergraduate Assistant

Course Content

Scott
Annie
Tasha
Theresa
Chad

Sloss
Smith
Smith
Sprain
Tindol

Assistant Professor of Military Science
College of Education
Career Center Advising
Graduate Assistant UA System
University of Alabama System

Planning
Course Content
Course Content
Course Content
Course Content

Stacy
John

Waters-Bailey
Wingard

Technology Director New College LifeTrack
Student Services

Planning
Planning
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Secretary of the Board of Trustees

Secretary of the Board of Trustees
Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
Deputy General Counsel
M. Bownes

Assistant to the Secretary of the
Board of Trustees –
Board/Trustee Relations
M. Calderone

Assistant to the Secretary of the
Board of Trustees –
Board/Trustee Relations
T. Embry

Executive Director for the
Resiliency Initiative
M. Purcell

Resiliency Initiative Staff
Margaret A. Purcell, Ph.D.,
Executive Director

Administrative Assistant
J. Marshall

Janet M. Marshall,
Administrative Assistant
Theresa Sprain, Graduate
Assistant
Molly Shuster, Student Worker
Appendix B

Interpersonal Resiliency - Course Series
Resiliency – the ability to bounce back from difficulties – is a broad term used to
depict a variety of concepts that involve effective risk assessment, stress
management, and overcoming adversity. Understanding resiliency includes
clarifying the social characteristics for success such as competence, compassion,
goal achievement, optimism, and social support. The four-course sequence at UA
takes an interpersonal communication perspective to teach students how
communication, non-cognitive, and relational skills can all increase one’s resiliency.

Transformational
Mentoring

Youth Empowerment:
High School Partnership

Explore theoretical applications
of and develop non-cognitive
skills that aid in developing
determination, compassion,
and self-worth.

Study applied techniques and
leadership skills for mentoring
others on resiliency.

Coach high school students and
lead them through the
resiliency journey by applying
previous learned techniques.

Mentor and serve as role model
to those entering into the first
course in the Interpersonal
Resiliency course series.

Communication Studies
(COM 195)
Honors College
(UH 120)
2 hour – Intro to Resiliency
- Theoretical instruction
- Application to self

Communication Studies
(COM 195)
1 hour – Advanced studies
- Classroom instruction
- Online modules

Communication Studies

Communication Studies

Application course
- Coach 10 high school
students
- Seminar, college class

Capstone course
- Coach peers
- Develop Resiliency
Portfolio

Interpersonal Resiliency

Peer Leadership:
College Influences

Appendix C

Service Project

Phoenix House Building Revitalization
Appendix D

Service Project

Forest Manor Nursing Home Bingo

Appendix D

Service Projects

West Alabama Food Bank

Appendix D

Service Project

Forest Manor Nursing Home Flag Mural

Appendix D

Service Project

Forest Manor
Nursing Home
Storage Cabinets
Appendix D

Service Project

Appendix D

Service Hours Summary
• Six Service Projects
–
–
–
–
–
–

Phoenix House
West Alabama Food Bank
Children’s Miracle Network
The University of Alabama
Forest Manor Nursing Home (multiple)
Community Soup Bowl

• 554.75 Total Hours
• $11,560.99 Value
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